curiosity never killed this cat!

“when did Adolf Hitler 		
order the slaughter of
my family?”
Philippe Mora

Philippe enables the past to come
alive by intriguing his audience with
verbal and written musings, as well as
mesmerizing us with the art and films he
produces. He has an enduring passion to
make inquiries regarding earlier periods
in the twentieth century through his art
and films as he endeavours to better
comprehend just how history has shaped
our present-day lives.
When did Hitler actually order
the Holocaust? Historians have some
consensus that he gave the order in
November 1941. The slaughter of German
Jews was a particularly vexing issue for
the Nazis up until this time. Even then
their preference was to kill Jews outside
of Germany. Documents discovered by
the filmmakers revealed an SS execution
list recording Fritz Morawski, Philippe’s
grand uncle (a wealthy businessman and
landowner) and his wife in November
1941. We have determined that they
were on the first transport of Reich Jews
evacuated from Germany, sent to a
fort in Kovno, Lithuania, and then shot
by the Einsatzgruppen. By searching
through the papers in the Polish State
Archives, Philippe has also verified that
in addition to his aunt and uncle, six of
his other relatives were murdered at the
hands of the Nazis. The Nazis typically
destroyed all possible evidence, so this
documentation is unusual. For Philippe
this means that a direct link exists
between the “official” beginning of the
Holocaust and his family as prominent
German Jews from Breslau.
Curiosity Never Killed This Cat! is a
firsthand documentation of Philippe’s
visceral search back to Eastern Europe to
discover more about the dispossession
and murder of his family. Throughout his
quest, the audience will directly behold
his unfolding transformation from that of
an ‘observer’ to an ‘active participant.’

Demo https://vimeo.com/247563838 PW Quest_2018
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forbidden”
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In Curiosity Never Killed This Cat!
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